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A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF AFTERSHOCK SEQUENCES
FROM A TEMPORAL AND MAGNITUDE STANDPOINT

GEORGLANNA C. MOHAMMADIOUN

INTRODUCT'ION

Until quite recently indeed in its history, mankind has been inclined to regard earthquakes,
like most other natural phenomena, as veritable acts of God, and as such unpredictable by definition.
This attitude began to evolve only after scientists succeeded in explaining these catastrophic events as
resulting, most often, from displacement along fault planes involved in tectonic processes. With the
natural origin of earthquakes thus firmly established, the idea logically took root that they might
actuallv not be so unpredictable after all. Even then, attention at first focused principally upon large,
damagc-causmg events to the exclusion of all others. Only very lately have earthquakes begun to be
viewed, not as punctual, isolated occurrences, but rather as composite 'historica eending out-
wards in time and space and implying complex causal ramifications. In this light, pattern recognition
techniques, among others, could then pertinently be brought to bear upon the problem of earthquake
prediction. Aftershocks and foreshocks can now accordingly be integrated into an overall scheme re-
flecting the conditions at any given moment on a fault or fault system. First used in the past to map
the portion of a fault that had been activated in the course of a major earthquake, these lesser events
can also b analyzed from a prediction standpoint, leastwise the prediction of potentially damaging
aftershocks.

Ile very definition of the aftershock concept is in fact not as clearcut as it might appear at
first sight. Aftershocks are generally thought of as events with relatively insignificant magnitudes In
reality, many aftershock sequences contain events as strong or almost as strong as the so-called main
shock, and the main shock itself, if its magnitude is 6 or more, stands a good chance of being a mul-
tiple event, with two or more shocks in rapid succession (within seconds or fractions thereol). The
question may also arise as to when a seismic event occuring at the same location as a previous one
ceases to be a true aftershock, that is, causally related to the former, and becomes merely another
earthquake brought on by the same forces as the earlier event. In some areas indeed, seismic activity
appears virtually continuous, so that it proves practically impossible to define the onset and extinction
of sequences even when very restricted geographical criteria are set. Such considerations have had to
be taken into account when establishing the data base upon which the present study is founded.

COMPILATION OF AN AFTERSHocK DATA BASE

Aftershock sequences have proven to be highly variable, particularly in terms of seismotec-
tonic context. Some may be quite localized and die, out in a matter of a few hours or days while
others, more particularly those associated with large-scale and/or deeply buried structures, display
considerable spacial scatter and have been known to last a year or more. While no absolute rule can
be laid down in this matter, the policy adopted has been to set geographical boundaries such that they
contain all events occurring shortly after the main shock, in the high-density portion of the series, and
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accordingly are readily discernable from any unrelated background seismicity. Thus restricted, the
series generally dwindle and disappear, although they mst occasionally be terminated when a new,
large event ta�es place nearby. The subject of very deep-focus events is not addressed in this study,
as these seem to display a markedly different behavior, and their sequences are hard to circumscribe.

I a first approach to the problem of modelling aftershock sequences, a data base was cre-
ated, starting in 1982, which was comprised preponderantly of major earthquakes that had given rise
to particularly dense or long-lasting aftershock series, our original intent being merely to analyze the
behavior of individual data sets in order to ahieve a better comprehension of the mechanisms at
work. The information provided about these events was that accessible in most seismological bulle-
tins, namely Date and Origin 771me (G.M.T., rounded to even seconds), Local and/or Body Wave Mag-
nitudes (noted M L and rn b) , Epicentral Coordinates (in degrees and decimal fractions), and Focal
Depth (in kilometers). As there appeared to be no real motivation to respect geographical represen-
tivity, certain regions tended to be better represented than others, either because of a tendency
towards intense aftershock activity or owing to the presence of a more adequate local monitoring
system. As the possibility of applying a probabilistic approach was envisaged, this situation was
subsequently modified to a certain etent, with shorter sequences being included when they originate
in regions for which little aftershock data has been gathered. An initial analysis (Mohammadioun &
Faye, 1985) was carried out using mathematical techniques to be described in following sections and
processed 345 sequences.

The version of the data base used in the present study (referred to henceforth as the 'large
file' base) contains 848 sequences, composed of more than 43,000 individual events, yielding an av-
erage per series of just over 50 members. It covers a seventeen-year period between LQ70 and 1986
and relies for its sources mainly upon the International Seismological Centre's Regional Catalogue of
Earthquakes and the National Earthquake Information Center's (U.S.G.S.) Preliminary Determination
of EPicenters: Monthly Listingr (or their predecessors), although some local network data has aso
been used. These events have been organized geographically according to the worldwide classifica-
tion proposed by Flinn, Engdahl, and Hill 1974), in widespread use. This classification defines 50
seismic regions,' subdivided in turn into 729 'geographical regions.' In our data base, about which

some statistics have been given in Table 1, the former can be used as a selection criterion, while the
latter are for the moment simply Usted in the headings as additional information.

As probability estimates derived from such a data base were naturally unrealistically high, a
complementary ('small file') data base was created made up exclusively of very short series (two or
three events for the most part) and isolated strong magnitude (in the context of the region consid-
ered) earthquakes. Not accessible for individual processing, these sets (over 4500 in number with
events in excess of 10,000) are gouped in 50 regional Files and can be cumulated with the other data
according to the desired selection criteria.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF AGNITUDE DISTRIBUTIONS
AND PRINCIPAL RESULTS

This aspect of earthquake analysis beagn to be addressed by the middle of the present
century. Since the work of Gutenberg and Richter 1954), any number of statistical studies have been
carried out on major earthquakes and their aftershocks that sought to reconcile the phenomena
observed with probabilistic models. In the area of magnitude modelling, success has notably been
encountered using the classical Gutenberg-Richter relationship (Richter, 1958)

log N = a - b (m - Mc 
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Region Number Number Population m m 0
Number (Large Fs) (Small Files) (with magnitudes) C max

1 39 184 1199 4.6 6.4 2-54
2 18 29 832 3.6 6.1 1.97
3 66 67 3560 3.1 6.7 1.79
4 8 31 211 3.1 53 1.02
5 11 107 487 4.5 7-5 2.08
6 10 62 576 4.5 6.1 2.74
7 14 82 163 4.4 5.9 2.43
8 29 234 1181 4.7 6.7 2.41
9 0 24 5 5 5.2
10 7 72 196 4.8 6.2 2.82
11 27 40 1069 3.8 6.5 1.90
12 28 189 952 4.9 6.5 2.78
13 1 19 16 4.7 5.2 -
14 41 125 1196 4.9 6.6 2.61
1.5 32 L30 1713 4.9 7.5 2.59
16 20 157 560 5.0 63 2.83
17 3 40 67 5.0 6.2 2.71
18 13 77 1207 4.8 6.7 3.40
19 80 250 6203 4.6 7.4 2.33
20 13 78 489 4.4 6.7 1.89
21 16 55 468 4.5 6.5 2.19
22 26 156 1066 4.9 6-5 3.02
23 13 140 607 4.9 6.6 3.05
24 13 218 532 5.0 6.8 2.87
25 3 38 188 3.2 5.9 -
26 14 104 314 4.7 6.2 3.41
27 3 50 225 4.4 6.2 2.54
28 1 59 35 4.7 5.8
29 24 137 710 4.6 6.2 3.36
30 79 131 4835 3.7 6.4 2.38
31 48 112 3031 3.7 6.8 2.24
32 17 308 532 4.6 5.9 2.98
33 6 237 404 4.8 6.1 3.79
34 16 53 610 3.2 6.1 1.54

.35 0 3 3 - 5.2 -
36 42 35 Z357 6 6.2 1.78
37 10 92 512 3.0 6.2 1.01
38 4 22 385 1.9 7.3 1.00
39 5 31 124 4.8 5.9 3.29
40 11 110 271 4.6 5.9 3.64
41 3 45 164 4.8 6.1 2.83
42 9 29 260 3.4 6.4 1.40
43 3 131 144 4.8 6.2 3.04
44 2 33 107 4.3 6.0 2.07
45 0 46 34 4.9 5.8 3.38
46 9 81 392 4.8 5.7 4.07
47 2 43 163 4.4 6.0 2.49
48 9 63 448 4.4 6.2 2.48
49 0 7 7 - 5.1 -
50 0 3 4 - 4.9 -

AU 948 4569 39418 4.7 7.5 2.47

Table I. Some statistics about aftershock series data appertaining to the 50 'seismic regions' of the
Flinn-Engdahl classification. n c (maximum-density, cutoff magnitude) and m (highest magnitude
in the data set) limit the range over which the exponential law was ritted, yieldinrngaxthc slope value .
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where N is the number of earthquakes having magnitudes larger than or equal to a cutoff magnitude,
rn observed over a given time period Campbell, 1982; Aki� 1965). Tis formula yields the -
values' often referred to in the literature, expressing the slope with which population decreases as
mazmitude increases. In the present study, the following probability law, often called upon, has been
used to express the magnitude distribution from rn on:

C

p (n I = EXP ml (2)

with being a frequency parameter. Obviously before implementing such a model, it will be neces-
sary to determine, for the population in question, a value of rn If a count is made for each magni-
tud'e interval (.1 degrees, in the present case), the stability of the maximum will depend upon the
number of observations assigned to it, hence the problem of establishing a means of measuring densi-
ty. If we consider mi, i= 1, a, a series of observations with values in [0, T, we may say that
D (m), rn F [0,TJ is a measurement of density induced by the density function f (.) provided

n

D (m) RM - mi) (3)

f will have to be symmetrical, that is: f (-m) f (m), and verify both

Iff(m) dm < + -,

and f (0) f (m 1) > f (m2) 0, for < m 1 < m2. It is customary to take, as f a centered Gaussian
distribution with a standard deviation of a, a tus acting as a scale factor. More simply, one may
prefer to use:

f (M) + am (4)

wit a equal to 10 magnitudes being expressed in degrees) and select min comformitv with:

D (m = AX [D (m)]

In 9 0 (5)

It will be noted that, when a count per magnitude interval is made, this process makes it possible to
stabilize the estimation of the magnitude by taking into account the number of events in surrounding
intervals. weighted in function of their distance from the interval considered.

Now that rn C has been determined, we can restrict our field of observation to the magnitudes
M -! m (i N), and can then b estimated using the law of maximum liklihood. If L (ffi is
the "ood function, where = (ml, M., ... M,,,) is the population of observed magnitudes, knowing
p (m,), one may write:

N N

L(ffi, ) E) exp [_ �M = gn exp _ Mj (6)

The maximum verifies the condition:

(9 L (ig, 0 I a = (7)

or:

N

in exp [N - E Mil 0 (8)
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Figure L Magnitude distributions for two composite data sets; above. all events in the data base
having magnitudes (mc is equal to 47 and 0, to 247), below., the data set corresponding to Seismic
Region 3 mc is equal to 30 and 0, to 179).
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thence the simplified equation:

NI mi = I/rfi
(9)

The model that we have just described was used to analyze both individual series and com-
posite data sets. Results for these latter are shown in Figure 1 all the data; Region 3 - California and
Nevada) and in Table 1, for composite sets corresponding to each of he 50 seismic regions; m and
mrnax are listed (between which the model was fitted), together with the parameter that was ob-
tained, seen to be highly variable, as it ranges approximately from I to 4 A few sets could not be
processed due to insufficient data, or data comprised principally of isolated events. These 6 values
have been plotted on map of the world (Figure 2 where their geographical distribution does appear
to be meaningful, with neighboring areas often having similar values. Wat is more, they seem basi-
cally in agreement with plate tectonic theory. Sometimes a given plate will display relatively uniform
values. Stable continental plate interiors (Austra" most of Africa, North America, and northern
Europe) are associated withO's between and 2 Subduction zones often lead �j values of nearly 3
or even 4 as do oceanic rifts and certain continental collision zones.
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Figure 2 A world map indicating the boundaries of the 50 Flinn-Engdahl seismic regions and the
magnitude distribution -values computed for each in thisstudy.
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,MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF ATERSHOCKS N THE TIME DMAIN
AND PRiNcEPAL RESULTS

Time distributions of earthquake sequences have likewise been dealt with by various authors,
begin�g with Om* who expressed aftershock activity with the formula:

N (1 + k t = A (10)

where N is the number of events in a given time interval centered at time t after the main shock k
and A being curve-fitting coefficients). Campbell 1982), as well as others, proposed a Poisson law to
model this type of temporal distribution:

P [N = n I a t = k tn EXP (- t) / n

where P [N = n I a, t] is the probability that the number of earthquakes that wl occur before time

T will be equal to n (Utsu, 1970). Lastly, Savy 1978), among others, calls upon a non-stationary gen-
eralization of the Poisson law-

P [N = n I a, -y, t = (a 0)' Exr a ( / n (12)

Two aspects of time distribution have been explored in the pesent study. The first, indeed

the most conventional approach, denoted chronological,' relates each event to the initial one of the

series (most frequently the main shock). The second, that we will call' interevent� relates the event

to the one just preceding it. In both approaches, it was immediately perceived that an Omori-type

hyperbolic model was not well suited to the data, particularly at either extremity of the curve. On the

other hand, a model based upon a Weibull law (Weibull, 1951) seemed to show greater promise.

In the case of the chronological distribution, the following relationship was applied:

p (t I a, -y = -y 0 1 EXP [- CZ CY (13)

Given L _il ,-I) the liklihood ftmction where the set of observations is defined by the vector =
(til ... tN) and where the unknowns area andy:

n

L(C cc, y) rI cc t" exp a toy] (14)

This expression can be rewritten:

n n

In LCcf, y = n In cr + n In y - a tly + -Y In tj
(15)

The most effective estimators 89 and �7 in a maximum liklihood sense verify the equations:

In L /( a 0 (16)

In L 0

or
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Figure I A time-interval population (11254 members, magnitudes 4.7 to 7-5) regarded from two
different angles and modelled with a Weibuil-law type relationship: a) (above) the interval is com-
puted between the event considered and the initial event (maximum duration 773 days, maximurn
density interval 19 hours); b) (below) interval computed between the event and the one imme-
diately preceding it (maximum duration 220 days, = seconds).
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n

nl& tl = 
n n (17)

n/& tY In t, + In t = 

At last, and verify the relationships:
n n n

tly In tj/ tly In t /n
(18a)

n
n/ tjY (18b)

Equation (18a) is dependent on alone and comes down to seeking the zero of the function:

n n

f M = y tly In t/ 4Y Y Intl /(n
I I 19)

Figure 3a depicts a population of a events with magnitudes between 47 (which, it will be re-
called, was the value of m q for the whole data base) and 75. Densities are plotted against a Iogarith-
mic time scale. The superimposed curve, deriving from the above formulation, is seen to afford quite
a satisfactory fit to the data. When the model is applied to the same data population, but from an in-
terevent standpoint (Figure 3b), the fit obtained is not nearly so good, with a maximum significantly
skewed towards a longer time interval, although the result is in any case more realistic than what the
application of a hyperbolic law woWd have yielded. A logical explanation for this phenomenon would
be that, as in the case of magnitudes, aowance should be made for information loss, all the greater
as the time interval concerned is briefer. An analogous solution is accordingly to be sought whereby a
maximum density interval is identified and the curve fitted only from that point onwards.

'Me former operation can be performed in the following manner, supposing maximum densi-
ty in the sense of a linear time scale. If one considers: a) 6 j = M a succession of 'dates' ar-
ranged linearly with respect to a logarithmic time scale, b) tip i - 1, N, the time-interval population,
and c) an equation (4)-type function, one may write:

W 1 / (1 a t2)1 if It I < 3a (20)
g(t) 0 otherwise

The density in 6 is alculated by:

D (6j) 9(6i - tO (21)

and a maximum-density estimator bT.

1)(6) max [D(6j))
i IN (22)

A solution is sought whercbyt 3 a. If < 3 a, the estimation is biased, for the density
measurement is not truly symmetrical (no events t such that t < ), in which case a is divided by 2
and reestimated util the trget value is attained.' If out sets a - 001 ' 6 = 10, M - 100,000, and
M 81, the first two decimals of are determined accurately (in terms ol the density measurement
in equation 20). With the concept of thus defined, an approach was implemented (among many
others possible) that would associate both the magnitude and the time aspects of the data base,
treated independently up to this point.
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r) in view of the level of stress involved in a ma-
jor earthquake, one would instinctively expect two
such events to be more widely separated in time than

X two lesser events would be. To test this hypothesis,
z m / interevent- 5 couples were computed for a large

C
number of the denser idividual sequences. When
plotted, these couples do show a good deal of scatter;
however, a magnitude-dependent lower limit, appar-
entry linear in nature, does tend to be described,

V I.:. ranging from about 24 seconds for an earthquake of
magnitude 2 to 10 minutes for one of magnitude 6.

One last aspect of time distributions has been
dealt with in the present study. A representation of
the probability of occurrence (in terms of percentage)
of an event versus a logarithmic time scale can be ob-

64Q tained in the following manner. Given a series of e-
z vents(t.), i = 1,N arranged in chronological order, the
Z) I =
r function F ( i / N is simply the distribution func-
X I *: tion for these events. When N is the larger, the inter-
YZ 4. 5 polated curve is reliable so long as i and N are suffi-

M A 6 I V D Z ciently different. When 100 x F (t) is plotted, it yields

Figure 4. Variation of the 6 time-interval the percentage of risk that an event will occur before

versus ni , wherein a lower limit is suggest- time t.C
ed for the former. For empty symbols, a This representation has very obvious cngin-
events were processed, for filled-in symbols, eering applications. Indeed, it makes it possible to
only those events with magnitudes equal to answer the question, 'What are the chances that an
at least mc; the dots were obtained by incre- aftershock of given magnitude w occur, and after
menting mc as mc = mc + .1 and computing how long a lapse of time?" The answer is naturally
a new heavily dependent upon the volume and the represen-

tivity of the data contained in the base. In a previous
publication (Mohammadioun & Faye, 1985), a set of probability curves was constructed that indicated
a high risk, even for large-magaitude aftershocks. This was due to the fact that the data base was
strongly biased in favor of long and intense aftershock sequences. The revision of the data base
mentioned earlier, in which a' small-rde' base was appended, allowed us to achieve a more realistic
picture.

Fgure 5 depicts a set of probability curves obtained in the same way as in the previous study,
that is, all the data sets were prores ed regardless of the value of the highest magnitude contained
therein. Each curve corresponds to a level of succeeding (non-initial) event. What one first notices is
that the weight of isolated events in the entire base is amounts to 40%, for the first curve, m < 0 , only
attains 60%, and that after virtually one month. 0 magnitudes are in fact undetermined ones with ap-
proximate levels quite variable in terms of context; they account for about 3% of the total, as can be
inferred from distance separating the magnitude 0-curve from the magnitude 2-curve. Roughly 29%
of the series have an aftershock equal to at least 5, and only 3%, to 6 or more.

The levels of probability �-hange drastically when a selection is operated on the series in
terms of the largest magnitude they contain. In contrast with the processing options used in the pre-
vious study, a selection can now be effected on this basis and/or on a regional one. Figure 6a shows
the results procured when solely series including at least one event of magnitude 6.5 or more are re-
tained. In this case, isolated events account for only 5% of the total, and most series (about 93%)
include an aftershock magnitude of at least 4. Magnitude 6 aftershocks appear after one hour in
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Figure 5 Unsmoothed probability curves derived from the entire data base (all regions and all levels
of main-shock magnitude).

some 7% of the cases, 16% after one day, or 35% after one month. As to magnitude 6.5 aftershocks,
they make their appearance only twelve days later and culminate at 5%. In Figure 6b, the curves in-
dicate the probability of occurrence, after a main or major shock, of a second event of at least equal
importance. In this configuration, magnitude reaches 50% after one month, and magnitude 6Z 1%
after a few days and 55% after one year. These are just a few examples demonstrating the types of
selections that can now be made. Similar sets can be constructed using regional criteria (simflarO-
values for example), provided there is an adequate data population.

CONCLUSION

The conjunction of an extensive data base and welt-adapted mathematical models makes it
possible to address problems rative to aftershock distributions under favorable auspices. The re-
sults produced heretofore in both the magnitude and the time domains indicate that aftershock pre-
diction, in a probabilistic sense, is a realistic oal. On the strength of magnitude alone, it can now be
asserted that sismotectonic contexts are characterized by contrasting aftershock behavior. Further
work in this area could include greater selectivity from a regional point of view and could involve 6 -
values of chronological sequences, which, in a iklihood, are aso sensitive to differing source con-
ditions. Some 200 new series are currently available for inclusion in the base, which is updated at reg-
ular intervals. It is hoped that new data wl reinforce the more poorly documented regions. Work is
planned in the area of interevent times in order better to ascertain the relationship existing between
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magnitude and the minimal time required for stress to accumulate. Once the models are well esta-
blished, it becomes possible to apply the knowledge gained to engineering applications by making
quantitative assessments of additional hazard arising from aftershock occurrence, eemplified by the
probabi14 curves presented in this article.
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